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Modern data assimilation systems such as the 4D-Var and the Ensemble Kalman Fil-
ter (EnKF) use the dynamics of the forecast model to evolve the covariance matrix of
background error B in time either implicitly (4D-Var) or explicitly (EnKF). As a conse-
quence, these schemes effectively use flow-dependent structure functions [1], although at
correspondingly high computational costs. Nevertheless, the initial B-matrix still has to
be specified, like for any simpler assimilation system (e.g., OI, 3D-Var). The 4D-Var also
does not transfer the dynamical background covariances to subsequent assimilations.

In order to explore the variability of the B-matrix with respect to flow pattern explic-
itly, we applied the NMC method at DWD to the global model GME. The NMC method
uses differences of short-range forecasts verifying at the same time but with different start-
ing dates as proxies for background error. The method assumes that the spatial structure
of background error does not strongly vary with forecast time, so that the correlations
obtained from forecast differences are reasonable approximations to the true background
error correlations, at least for the mid-latitudes.

For the present study we used the differences of 48h and 24h forecasts of geopotential
height verifying at 00Z during the winter period from Dec. 1, 2003, until Feb. 29, 2004.
The forecast fields were taken from the archived main runs of the operational GME
model. The evaluation of covariances shown here was performed on a regular grid at fixed
reference latitude and with zonal averaging. The isotropic part of the empirical correlation
of geopotential height of the 500 hPa surface at 45◦N is shown as the blue curve in fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Correlation of the 500 hPa height from 48h–24h forecast differences
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For the exploration of the flow-dependence, we took the 24h forecast of the 500 hPa
height as an indicator for the meteorological situation. Based on the statistics of the
geopotential height at fixed latitude over the whole period, we distributed the contri-
butions into three classes of approximately equal sample sizes. For our forecast sample
and at 45◦N, a data point was associated with a region of “high” and “low” pressure
if z(500 hPa) > 5527 gpm and z(500 hPa) < 5371 gpm, resp., otherwise it was assigned
to the “neutral” class. The resulting horizontal correlation functions obtained from con-
tributions in the classes “high” and “low” are shown in fig. 1 as green and red curves.
Clearly the correlations for “highs” are significantly broader than for “lows”.

We extended the above analysis also to other pressure levels. In order to keep a
uniform criterion for the selection of meteorological situations, we chose the geopotential
height of the co-located 500 hPa surface. The corresponding dependence of the horizontal
correlation scale on vertical level is shown in fig. 2. The data demonstrate that there
clearly is a considerable variation of correlation scale with flow pattern.
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Figure 2: Vertical profile of the horizontal correlation scale of geopotential

We have also analyzed the flow-dependence of cross-correlations with other forecast
fields and vertical correlations, as well as the variation with location and season. The
corresponding results will be presented elsewhere.
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Õ�Ö�×�ØÂÙWÚzÛÝÜ�Þzß�à©ÙWá\×lâ�ã1Ûz×�ØwØÂäwÚ�å
æ X a,ç EfcKEfL a+èqa cqbdé*E è bdMfe�IKê4X a L a I¿bdeìë?E\í1h¸î#^�ê*EHe i
a I a*ç EHc4E èKa g6bde è M è XWc a�a L¼EHbdeÅê+M\L ç M\e a e è I*ï�ð�ñ�ò è X a GJEHeDg
Iq[WcqYwEfê a IKê4X a L a ðwó�^QCFî�O®ô2MfbdGsXREHeÝEHeDg�õ®GdEfe è Mfe:O#ñ*ö\÷föDO®ô¸M\bsGdXDEHeÝEfeDg�V�EHXQYZM\[QY]O³ñ*ö\öfø\ò�ù8XWbJê4XÝI�bdL�[WGJE èKa I è X a
a*ú M\Gs[ è bsM\eÅMfY è X a GJEHeDgìIq[WcqYwEfê a I è E èqa O?ðÂû\ò è X a E è LNM\I ç X a cqbJêNgQcKb ú\a c�ù8XWbJê4X ç cqM ú bJg a I è X a e a ê a IKIKEHcKü�YZMfc4ê+bdeWý6E è
è X a Iq[Wc�YwE\ê a ðZbÊA a A ç c a ê+b ç b è E è bdMfe:OQc4EfgQbJE è bsM\e:O a+è êHA¶ò=ODEfeDgÅðÂþ\ò è X a M i I a c ú E è bdMfe�M ç
a c4E è M\c#ðwbÂA a A~EBc4EfgQbJE è b ú\a2è cKEfeDI�Y a c
LNMQg a GJò³ù8XDbdê4XÿIqbsL,[WGdE èqa I�E�ýfb úfa eM i I a c ú E i G a ðZbÊA a A0E i cKbdýfX è e a IqI èKa L ç
a c4E è [Dc a ò#bseQYZM\cqL¼E è b úfa Mfe è X a0ú EfcqbJE i G a
è M i
a bseDb è bdEfGsbdé a gðwbÂA a AFIqMfbdG:LNMfbJI è [Wc a ò=A æ X a�� c4I è8è ù?M/ê+M\L ç M\e a e è I¸MHY è X a IqüQI èKa L EHc a³ç EHc è MHY è X a M ç
a c4E è bdMfeREHG
ê�MQg a E è Vl^Rë¿O�ù8XDbsG a/è X a M i I a c ú E è bdMfeÿM çRa cKE è Mfc,XDEfI i
a�a e9bsL ç G a L a e èKa g�YZMfc i M è X bdeQYZc4EHc a gÿEfeDg�LNbJê+cKMpù?E ú\a
YZc a�� [ a eDê+b a I*A$îÝLNbdê�cqMpùFE úfa cKE\gQbJE è b úfa?è cKEfeDI]Y a c~LNMQg a G�ðwíz^WV��®VÿO�h2cK[DIKê4X a+è EfGÂA�û����Wñ�òzbJI~[DI a g è M�I�bdL�[DGdE èqa GJEHeDg
LNbJê+cKMpù?E ú\a8a LNbJIqIqbsM\e:O�ù8XWbdG a YZMfc?bseWYZcKEHSÊc a g¼E,[WeWbsYZMfcKL a LNbdIKIqb ú b è ü/E çWç cKM
	QbsL¼E è bdMfeNbdI?[DI a g è MBê�EHGJê+[DGdE èqa EBIq[Wc�YwE\ê a
I���bse èKa L ç
a c4E è [Dc a bde6ê+G a EHcqSUI��ü0ê�MfeDgQb è bdMfeRI�A�óUe è X a IqMHSUê�EfGsG a g��HM��RS©Gdbse a �BbsL ç G a L a e è E è bdMfe6MfY~ë?E\í1h¸î#^_O è X a E è S
LNM�I ç X a cKbdê¿YZMfc4ê+bdeWýNbJI ç cKM ú bJg a g è M è X a V��FëÝLNMQg a GÊODENIqbsL ç Gdb �Ra g úfa cKIqbsM\e0MfY�@���V ð©ë��M è `a³a+è EHGÊAdO�ñ*öfö\÷\ò®ù8X a c a
M\eWGdü è X a GJEHeRg6I�[WcqYwEfê a EHeRg è X a E è LNM�I ç X a cKbdê�Iq[WcqYwEfê a�i M\[WeDgWEfcqü§GJE�ü a c,ðwh a GJEHý a O1ñ�öfö��fò ç EHc4EHL a�èqa cKbdé*E è bsM\eDI¸Efc a
E\ê è b ú E èKa g�A?óUe è X a �fE è LNM\I ç X a cqbJê³ê+Mf[ ç G a g��NLNMQg a�è X a @��®V LNMQg a Gzb è I a G�Y�bJI8[DI a g è M ç cqM ú bJg a#è X a I a eDI�b è b ú b è b a I
è M/I�M\bsG�LNM\bdI è [Wc a OWEfeDg�b è E\ê�ê+M\[We è I?YZM\c è X a ê�MfL ç M\e a e è I�ð]ñ�òFEfeDgðÂûfò ç c a*ú bdMf[RI�Gdü¼GsbJI èqa g:A

Õ�Ö�×�Û�Ù��*ÙìÙWÜ�Ü�äwâ�äÂØwÙ���äwã
Ú Ü�á�Ö�×�â�×
æ X a gWE è EBE\IqIqbdLBbdGJE è bdMfe§Iqê4X a L a YZMfc è X a GJEHeRg�Iq[WcqYwEfê a YZM\GsGdMpù¸I è X a YZM\cqL,[WGdE è bdMfe�MHY�V�EHXQYZM\[QY?ð�ñ*ö\öWñ�ò®ý a e a c4EHGdbdé a g
è M6gQb�� a c a e è M i I a c ú E è bdMfeDI#bdeCFEHGJIKEHLNM a�è EHGÊA�ðÊû�������ò+ABî gDEHbdGsülIqMfbdG$LNMfbJI è [Wc a EfeDEHGdüQI�bJI#bdI ç
a cqYZMfcKL a gÅ[DI�bdeWý6E
IqbdL ç Gsb �Da g ú EfcqbJE è bsM\eDEHG�Iqê4X a L a ù8X a c a¼è X a M i I a c ú E è bdMfeìM ç
a c4E è Mfc�bJI a I è bdLNE èqa gYZcqM\L � eWb èKa gQb�� a c a eDê a I*A æ X a
E\IqIqbdLBbdGJE è bdMfeI�üQI èqa L ê+M\eDI�bJg a cKI³E§I a�è MHY�bdeDgQbdc a ê è M i I a c ú E è bdMfeDI¿ù8XWbJê4XEfc a bseWYZMfcKLNE è b úfa MfeìI�M\bsG�LNM\bdI è [Wc a EHeDg
E ú EfbsGJE i G a bse�E/û��fSÊXDMf[Wc è bdL a S©ù8bseDgWMpù�A~îÑGsbde a Efc a I è bdL¼E èqa MfY è X a M i I a c ú E è bsM\e0M ç
a c4E è MfcFbJI8ê�EHGJê+[DGdE èqa g�E\I8I a eDI�bsS
è b ú b è ü0MfY è X a ý a e a cKbdê¿M i I a c ú E i G a�� è M è X a bdeWb è bJEHG ç
a c è [Wc i E è bsM\e�MfY�IqMfbdG�LNMfbJI è [Wc a ð�� � ð! #"$ &%Êò�'��)(+*Dð! #"$ -,�ò�ò+O
E\ê�ê�Mfc4gQbseDý è M è X aFç
a c è [Wc i E è bsM\eNL a�è XWMQgNg a Iqê�cqb iRa g�bde¼CFEHGJIqEfLBM a+è EfGÂA?ðÂû������RO i ò:YZM\c è X a YZM\GsGdMpù8bdeWý¿M i I a c ú E è bdMfeDI*ï
è X a LBbJê+cKMpùFE úfa8i cKbsý\X è e a IqI èqa L ç
a c4E è [Wc a I?E è í�S i EHeDglð]ñfA �¼@�.¸é�ò+O�/10&2 3,ð54?ò®EfeDg6/102 78ð�4�ò¿ðZXWM\cqbdé�M\e è EHG
EHeDg úfa c è bsS
ê*EHG ç MfGJEHcKbsé�E è bsM\eDIKò®EHeDg6ë®S i EHeDgðwøDA ö¼@�.2é�ò=O�/102 3Bð�8�òFEHeRg9/102 78ð:8�ò=O è X a ê+G a EHcqSUI��üNbseWYZcKEHSÊc a g�I��bde èKa L çRa cKE è [Wc a
/1;�ð�<�=�ò=O:EfeDg è X a IKê+c a�a eQS©G a*úfa G èqa L ç
a c4E è [Wc a /?>�@ EfeDg6X�[WLNbdgWb è üBA�>C@�A�î�I�bdL�[DGdE è bdMfe�MfY�IqE èqa GsGdb èKa I¿M úfa c ç E\IqI a I
E\ê�ê�Mfc4gQbseDý è M è X a I ç
a ê�b �Ra g�Mfc i b è EHG ç EfcKEfL a�èqa cKI?EHGdGsMpù¸I è MNE\ê�ê�Mf[We è YZMfc¸E,c a EHGdbdI è bJê èKa L ç Mfc4EHG:EHeRg�I ç E è bdEfG�E ú EfbsGsS
E i bdGsb è ü0MfY è X a M i I a c ú E è bdMfeRI�A

D ×�Ü�Þ�Ø!�*ÜNãFE
×\ßHG6ãDß
�*Ö$I�â�×�ßpäwáfÙ
î I a+è MHYKJ i I a c ú bdeWý�^�üQI èqa L ^�bsL,[WGJE èqa gB�#	 ç
a cKbdL a e è I¿bdI ç
a cqYZMfcKL a g�M ú\a c¿ô2Mfc è Xî¸L a cKbdê*E/bdeÅM\cKg a c è M§E\IqI a IKI
è X a bdL ç Efê è MfY è X a gQb�� a c a e è M i I a c ú E è bsM\eDI è ü ç
a I*A æ X aFè ù�M#bdL ç G a L a e è E è bsM\eDI$MHY:ë?Efízh¸î¿^�ðwV��FëL�fM��
SÊGdbse a �#EHeDg
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@���VM�fE è LNM\I ç X a cqbJê�ê+M\[ ç G a g���ò8EHc a E çWç Gdb a g6M úfa c2E/ê�E\I a I è [DgQü6I a G a ê èKa g§YZMfc è X aON�è XlPf[DGsü�û������RAFî ê+M\L ç G a�èqa
I a+è MfYzI�bdL�[DGdE èqa g�M i I a c ú E è bsM\eDI®Efc a EfIKIqbsLNbdGdE èqa g è MNê+M\cqc a ê è E ç c a IKê+cKb i
a g¼bdeWb è bJEHG:IqMfbdG_LBM\bdI è [Dc a#a cKcqM\c*A�óUe�T�bdýf[Wc a
ñNbJI�I�XDMpù8e è X a ý\EHbdeLNE è cKb�	 a G a L a e è [DI a g è M�EfIKIqbsLNbdGdE èqa LBbJê+cKMpùFE úfa í:S i EfeDgÅM i I a c ú E è bdMfeRIBðÂE è ñ�û�P æ ëFò³EfI
M i I a c úfa g�bse è X a YZ[ è [Wc a�i üQ.¸üQgQcKM\IBIKE èqa GsGdb èqa ð5�~e èKa ��XDE i b a�è EHGÊAsO�û�������ò=A æ X a L¼EHbde9I è cK[Dê è [Wc a IBMHY è X a ý\Efbse

T�bdýf[Wc a ñfï�@³EHbdeLNE è cKb�	 a G a L a e è ð��R/ 30 ð54�òC'��O(+*�S TVU�W�XYWBZ[X]\Zò¸YZM\c^.¸üQgQcKM\I³í�S i EfeDgÅIqbdL�[WGJE èKa gÅM i I a c ú E è bdMfe
M\e è X a_Npè X�Pf[WGdü�û������NE è ñ�û_P æ ë¿ï`Ja�
SÊGdbse a ð rskÂ|4m ò ú I*A~E è LBM�I ç X a cKbdê³ê�Mf[ ç G a gð o=u�t���m ò a I è bsL¼E èKa I*A
L¼E è cKb�	 a G a L a e è YZMfc�EfIKI�bdLNbsGJE è bseWý è X a í�S i EHeRg i cqbdýfX è e a IKI èqa L ç
a c4E è [Wc a Efc aFç c a I a c úfa g,EfeDgNê+MfL ç EfcKE i G a bde i M è X
bdL ç G a L a e è E è bdMfeDI*A�î2eÿM i�b]a ê è b ú\a¼ú EfGsbJgWE è bdMfeìMHY è XWbJI ac� [Wb ú EfG a eDê a YZM\c a E\ê4XÅM i I a c ú E è bdMfeìI�M\[WcKê a ê+M\eDI�bJg a c a glbJI
M iQè Efbse a g6E çDç Gsü�bdeWý è X a bdeQYZMfcKL¼E è bdMfe6ê�Mfe èqa e è gQbdEfýfeWM�I è bdê*I�ðÊë?EfcKgWbseDEfGsb a+è EfGÂAdO
û�������ò=ODù8XWbdê4X�ê�Mfe � cqL¼I¸E/IqbdLBbdGJEHc
M i I a c ú E è bdMfe��Hù a bdýfX è �,ýfb úfa e i ü è X a EHeDEfGsüQIqbdI8E\I8I�XDMpù8e0bde�T�bdýf[Wc a ûQA

T�bdýf[Wc a ûQï:óUeQYZM\cqL¼E è bdMfe�ê�Mfe èqa e è I è [DgQü�M ú\a c�ë?Efí1h2î¿^�ô2Mfc è X�î2L a cKbdê*EHe,gWMfL¼EHbde:ïz@���V ð rdkw|4m ò ú I*AzVB�?ë ð o=u�t���m ò=A
d ã
Úzá\ØwÞ�Ü*äÂãRÚ�ÜBÙWÚzÛ$e¿×�ß�Ü�f®×�á���ä!E
×�Ü

î � cKI è®ç cKM è M è ü ç
a MHY è X a ë?E\í1h¸î#^NI�üQI èqa L bJI i
a bdeWý èqa I èKa gBYZM\c è X a EHeDEfGsüQIqbdI$MfY�IqMfbdGWLNMfbJI è [Wc a8ú bdE è X a IqbsL ç Gdb �Ra g
ú EfcqbJE è bsM\eDEHG�EfIKIqbsLNbdGdE è bdMfelMfY?gQb�� a c a e è M i I a c ú E è bdMfeRI è ü ç
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Assimilation of infrared limb radiances from MIPAS  
in the ECMWF system 

 
Niels Bormann1, Sean B. Healy, and Marco Matricardi 
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts 

Shinfield Park, Reading, RG2 9AX, UK 
 

 
ECMWF is developing the capability to directly assimilate radiances from limb sounders in a global 
data assimilation system. It is the first time that direct assimilation of limb radiances has been 
attempted. The prototype developments are being carried out for the Michelson Interferometer for 
Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS), onboard the Envisat satellite (e.g., European Space Agency, 
ESA, 2000). MIPAS is a very high spectral resolution interferometer (0.025 cm-1, unapodised), 
measuring infrared limb radiances in 5 spectral bands between 685 and 2410 cm-1, providing a total of 
59,605 spectral points (i.e., channels). In normal scanning mode, MIPAS provides observations at 17 
tangent heights in the range of 6-68 km, with a field of view of 3 km in the vertical at the tangent 
point.  
 
As a first step for the assimilation, a new fast radiative transfer model to compute MIPAS radiances 
has been developed and validated (Bormann et al. 2004). The model, referred to as RTMIPAS, uses 
the regression-based methodology of RTTOV (e.g., Saunders et al. 1999), commonly used for nadir 
radiance assimilation at NWP centres. RTMIPAS can simulate the effect of variable water vapour and 
ozone; for other gases included in the model a fixed climatological profile is assumed. Tangent linear 
and adjoint versions of the model have also been developed. 
 
RTMIPAS can reproduce radiances calculated with a line-by-line (LBL) model to an accuracy that is 
below the noise-level of the instrument for most spectral points and tangent heights (Figure 1), while 
offering significantly more rapid radiance calculations compared to currently available radiative 
transfer models. The comparison of RTMIPAS transmittances with LBL equivalents indicates that the 
accuracy of the RTMIPAS transmittance model is comparable to that of similar regression-based 
radiative transfer models for the Earth-looking geometry. First comparisons of real MIPAS 
observations with RTMIPAS-simulated radiances from ECMWF short-term forecasts show 
differences in line with expected values given the error characteristics of the observations, RTMIPAS, 
and the forecast data.  
 
A set of MIPAS channels/tangent heights has been selected for assimilation studies and the 
information content of the selected data relative to the NWP background has been characterised. This 
shows that assimilation of MIPAS radiances has the potential to significantly reduce the expected 
analysis error of temperature in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere above about 30 km. For water 
vapour and ozone, MIPAS can add significant information to the background fields throughout the 
stratosphere and lower mesosphere. Offline evaluation of MIPAS observations with a 1-dimensional 
variational (1DVAR) assimilation scheme show encouraging results with impact of MIPAS radiances 
in regions as expected from the information content studies. 
 
RTMIPAS has been implemented as a new observation operator in the ECMWF system, and 
assimilation trials will commence shortly. The first implementation assumes local horizontal 
homogeneity for the limb radiance calculations, but work is also in progress to use a 2-dimensional 
version of RTMIPAS, allowing a more accurate representation of the limb viewing plane. Simulation 
studies have shown that a 2-dimensional operator is expected to result in lower errors for the 
                                                 
1 Email: n.bormann@ecmwf.int 
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observation operator for more strongly absorbing MIPAS channels and views with lower tangent 
heights. Also, a 2-dimensional operator may lead to an altered and more adequate horizontal structure 
of the analysis increments from MIPAS radiances.    
 
Bormann, N., M. Matricardi, and S.B. Healy, 2004: RTMIPAS: A fast radiative transfer model for the 

assimilation of infrared limb radiances from MIPAS. ECMWF Technical Memorandum No 436, 
ECMWF, Reading, UK., 49 pp [to appear in Quart.J.Roy.Meteor.Soc.]. 

Saunders, R., M. Matricardi, and P. Brunel, 1999: An improved fast radiative transfer model for 
assimilation of satellite radiance observations. Quart.J.Roy.Meteor.Soc., 125, 1407-1426. 

 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of the number of MIPAS channels [%] versus the standard deviation of the RTMIPAS-
LBL radiance differences, scaled by the MIPAS noise. Results for 8 selected tangent pressures are shown, with 
tangent pressures [hPa] indicated in the legend. 
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High-Resolution Marine Wind Retrieval Using Synthetic Aperture Radar 
 

Richard Danielson(1), Michael Dowd(1), Harold Ritchie(1,2) and Luc Fillion(2)

 
(1)Dalhousie University, Halifax NS, Canada 

(2)Meteorological Research Branch, Dorval QC Canada 
 

As weather prediction systems continue to encompass an increasing range of scales, there 
is a practical need to combine simulated fields with observations that are valid on these 
newly resolvable space and time scales.  Surface wind fields over the ocean are highly 
variable on scales of a few kilometers and an accurate specification is important for a 
wide variety of applications.  The high horizontal resolution of synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) offers the potential for sub-kilometer winds and SAR measurements by 
RADARSAT-1 may be well suited for incorporation into a coastal data assimilation 
system.  We explore the feasibility of combining SAR observations and high-resolution 
numerical simulations for coastal regions of eastern Canada.  In the context of a 
variational data assimilation approach, we consider estimation of vector wind fields from 
SAR.  The scalar radar cross-section measured by SAR is a function mainly of Bragg 
scattering from capillary waves, which in turn varies roughly with wind speed.  Although 
some scenes contain boundary layer roll convection, which is a good indication of wind 
direction, such features are not always present and the retrieval of the wind field is often 
underdetermined.   

 
A wind calibration specific to SAR has yet to be performed.  If SAR wind errors could be 
quantified, this would constitute an initial step toward the assimilation of such data into 
coastal models.  Simple estimates of these errors are derived here using a variational 
approach.  Collocations of ship/buoy, model, and SAR data have been assembled using 
272 SAR acquisitions in May to November 2004, and processed on a 1 km grid 
resolution.  The ship and buoy observations have been used as the reference dataset.  The 
model winds are from analyses using the 15 km operational regional model at the 
Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC).  The ship and buoy data have been visually 
inspected, and the SAR data have been masked over land, sea ice, along beam seams, and 
where winds are below 3 m/s or over 33 m/s.  Buoy observations within 90 minutes of a 
SAR acquisition have been used.  They have been adjusted to the 10 m level and are 
considered valid within 50 km.  A total of 5667 ship/buoy-model-SAR collocations have 
been obtained. 

 
As a result of the scatterometer wind calibration effort (e.g. Stoffelen 1998), a 
relationship (CMOD) between wind and backscatter is available.  Bragg scattering from 
capillary waves varies with wind speed, wind direction, SAR beam angle, and other 
processes.  The empirical relation used here is CMOD5 (Hersbach 2003).  CMOD has 
been derived using ERS scatterometry data.  ERS is vertically polarized, whereas 
RADARSAT-1 is horizontally polarized, so we employ a polarization correction (Vachon 
and Dobson 2000). 
The desired surface wind field is a weighted combination of the SAR observations and 
model winds that minimized a cost function assuming Gaussian error structures.  The 
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errors in the SAR backscatters and winds are chosen to best fit the ship/buoy winds. 
Given wind errors of 1.7 m/s, the best choice for SAR errors appears to be 1.5% of the 
backscatter (smaller than in Portabella et al. 2002).  
 
The results support the Gaussian error distribution as assumed in the form of the cost 
function.  The “retrieved versus observed” bias is significantly smaller than the “model 
versus observed” bias, so the incorporation of the SAR backscatter observations has 
improved the analysis when compared with the ship/buoy observations.  Hence the use of 
SAR observations in a variational context appears to improve the surface wind analysis 
produced by the CMC system. 
 
In situ observations are also erroneous (Stoffelen 1998) because they are not 
representative of large areas (i.e, they are point observations rather than spatial averages).  
In order to avoid pseudo-biases in SAR observations, all error types should be 
considered, that is, a SAR wind calibration is still required. 
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Forward modelling of ground based GPS Slant Total Delay observations

Reima Eresmaa
Finnish Meteorological Institute
e-mail: reima.eresmaa@fmi.fi

1 Introduction

The NWP systems with horizontal resolutions near kilometric scales require high resolution observations. Mi-
crowave phase delays observed at geodetic Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver stations provide potential
for exploitation in numerical humidity analysis (e.g. Bevis et al., 1992). The phase delay observations can be
directly assimilated in the variational assimilation system of High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM
3D-Var; Gustafsson et al., 2001). Observation modelling by an observation operator is a necessary step in the
variational assimilation.

2 Slant Total Delay observation operator

Modelling of a Slant Total Delay (STD) observation is complicated by the following aspects. First, the observation
is dependent on refractivity N and thus on several model variables (pressure p, temperature T and specific humidity
q). Second, the observed quantity is an integral of refractivity along the signal path. Third, the values of p, T and
q need to be interpolated to the slanted signal path and not only to the vertical column at the observation location.
However, the signal path is not known in advance. Therefore, signal path determination is an important task of
the observation operator. Other tasks are projection of the model variables from the model grid to the signal path,
calculation of refractivity as a function of the model variables, and integration of refractivity to produce STD.

The STD observation operator has been implemented in HIRLAM 3D-Var at the Finnish Meteorological Insti-
tute (FMI). In this observation operator, the signal path determination algorithm is based on the Line of Sight (LoS)
-approximation. Thus, it uses the azimuth and zenith angles corresponding to the geometrical direction in which
the broadcasting satellite is as viewed at the receiver. This direction is called here as the Direction of Geometry
(DoG). Explicit corrections have been added on top of the simplest LoS -based model in order to account for zenith
angle variations along the signal path.

3 Validation of the observation operator

The observation operator is validated by comparing the modelled STD with the observations. The STD observa-
tions used here are post-processed at the Technical University of Delft and they originate from 17 receiver stations
in the Western Europe. STD is modelled using the operational HIRLAM of FMI with 0.2◦ horizontal resolution.
The significance of each of the explicit corrections has been investigated by constructing five observation operator
versions. These are summarized in Table 1.

The systematic part (bias) of the difference between modelled and observed STD is plotted in the upper panel
of Fig. 1 as a function of the satellite zenith angle. The shaded region shows the number of observations in each
1◦ zenith angle bin. At the small zenith angles, i.e. when the satellite is close to the zenith direction, the bias
is negative (the modelled STD is smaller than the observed). This is consistent with the biases of Zenith Total
Delay (ZTD) observations reported by Gustafsson (2002). The bias at the large zenith angles is strongly sensitive
to the forward modelling strategy. The most important single modelling improvement on top of LoS -approach is
accounting for the effect of the curvature of the Earth.

Version Characteristics
DOG Uses Direction of Geometry
ITER Like DoG, but the NWP model level height gradients included
CURV Like DoG, but the effect of the curvature of the Earth included
BEND Like DoG, but the effect of the refractive bending included
ADVV The effects of model level height gradients, curvature of the Earth and

refractive bending included

Table 1: Observation operator versions used for comparison between modelled and observed STD.
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Figure 1: Systematic (upper) and random (lower) parts of the difference between modelled and observed STD as a
function of satellite zenith angle.

The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the random part (standard deviation) of the difference between modelled
and observed STD. There is practically no difference between observation operator versions. This suggests that
the signal paths as determined by one or the other observation operator version are fairly close to each other and
therefore the model state differences along the different paths are negligible. Thus, it is concluded that the accuracy
of the signal path determination algorithm seems to be sufficient for STD modelling.
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Adaptive thinning of atmospheric observations in data assimilation with vector
quantization and filtering methods – the first steps

Christoph Gebhardt1, Tilo Ochotta2, Dietmar Saupe2, Werner Wergen1

1Deutscher Wetterdienst, 2Universität Konstanz, Fachbereich Informatik und Informationswissenschaft
christoph.gebhardt@dwd.de

An important task in data assimilation for numerical weather prediction is the effective exploitation of large amounts
of data produced by current and future observation systems, in particular satellite instruments. The high spatial and
temporal density of these data is on the one hand highly valuable for estimating an initial state in the numerical
forecast process. But on the other hand such data sets significantly increase the computational costs of the
assimilation and, moreover, can violate the assumption of spatially independent observation errors and more
complex observation error statistics would be needed leading to additional increase in the computational costs.
Thinning approaches which effectively reduce the number of analyzed observations but at the same time retain as
much of the essential information content as possible can help to overcome theses problems. Liu & Rabier (2002)
investigated assimilations of synthetic data with fixed spatial thinning intervals in a simplified model. They suggest
that the optimal thinning which minimizes the analysis error depends on the spatial resolution of the model and of
course on the degree of approximation of the observation error matrix with respect to its off-diagonal elements. The
use of an ‘influence matrix’ of observations (Cardinali et al., 2003) is under investigation at ECMWF.
We develop thinning algorithms in an interdisciplinary project which are inspired by simplification methods from
geometry processing in computer graphics and by clustering algorithms in vector quantization.
In a first method (‘estimation error method’), we iteratively estimate the redundancy of the current data set and
remove the most redundant observation. The degree of redundancy of an observation is defined to be inversely
proportional to the interpolation error of its reconstruction obtained by applying an interpolation filter to a
neighborhood in which the observation is removed.
In a second scheme (‘cluster method’), the number of points in the output set is increased iteratively. These
observations correspond to centers of clusters of observations. A distance measure that combines spatial distance
with the difference in observation values defines an error measure for the overall quality of a clustering.
We apply the two methods to ATOVS satellite data which are processed in a 1D-Var scheme to retrieve profiles of
atmospheric temperature and humidity. The profiles are again  input data for the global analysis scheme of DWD.
Since the information gained by assimilating the data does not directly depend on the observations themselves but on
their innovations to a first-guess state, we apply the thinning to the differences between bias-corrected observed
brightness temperatures (TB_obs) and their first-guess (TB_FG, e.g. 3h-forecast temperatures transformed with
RTTOV7) for those channels to be used in the 1D-Var scheme.
In a first test, we compared the two methods to a simple stepwise thinning which takes every third observation in
zonal and meridional direction (Figure 1). For identical numbers of observations, the cluster method is spatially
more homogeneous as the stepwise method which has the highest data density  close to nadir view. The estimation
error method leads to a more patchy thinning because is does not take into account the spatial distance as explicitly
as the cluster method.
Figure 2 compares the three methods in terms of data density per 10.000km2 . The difference maps show that both
cluster and estimation error method tend to increase the density compared to the stepwise thinning at the edges along
the satellite track. This effect is more pronounced in the cluster method. In the region of overlapping tracks off the
shore of southern Argentina with differing TB_obs-TB_FG due to time differences, the estimation error method
results in the highest density of all methods. The thinning by the estimation error method is generally weaker in
regions with more variable data because each observation in such an area is less likely to be redundant referring  to
its neighbors leading to small regions of comparably high data density. The cluster method also tends to retain more
data in such regions but to a lesser degree due to its spatial constraint and the definition of a cluster center as some
kind of balancing representative of its neighborhood. The histogram of data densities for 3387 observations confirms
these effects. Compared to the stepwise thinning, the two other methods shift data density to higher values but
significantly only up to 1 observation/10.000 km2 for the cluster method but more effective for the estimation error
approach. A density value for a distribution of 3378 points which is homogeneous over the area covered by the
tracks can be approximated by 0.65 obs./10.000 km2 which is close to the maximum of all methods in the histogram.
Tests with thinning down to lower numbers of retained observations reveal that the estimation error method tends to
increase the variance of the innovation statistics. Consequently, thinning down to small data sets bears the danger of
overemphasizing the extremes of TB_obs-TB_FG which on the one hand are possibly of most value in updating the
first-guess but on the other hand are most affected by deficiencies of the preceding quality control of the data.
Although these first test results help to figure out the properties of the methods, the proper choice of method, degree
of thinning, and parameters has to be determined in a complete assimilation and forecast experiment which is
ongoing work.

Liu, Z.-Q. and Rabier, F. (2002): The interaction between model resolution, observation resolution and observation
density in data ssimilation: A one-dimensional study. Q.J.R. Meteorol. Soc., 128, pp.1267-1386.
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Figure 1: Bias-corrected minus first-guess brightness temperatures for channel  AMSUA-A 7 of NOAA-15 on 21st Nov 2004 00
UTC for (a) unthinned data and  after thinning by (b) stepwise, (c) cluster, and (d) estimation error method.

                     

  

Figure 2: (a) histogram of data density after thinning with each method down to 3378 observations and difference maps of data
density for (b) estimation error minus cluster, (c) estimation error minus stepwise, and (d) cluster minus stepwise method.
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Assimilation of new sounder data in the operational system at Météo-France 
 
Elisabeth Gérard, Thibaut Montmerle* and Florence Rabier 
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Since October 2004, new data from the ATOVS sounders on board the NOAA 
satellites have been assimilated in the Arpege model. Let us recall that the ATOVS 
sounder includes 3 instruments (AMSU-A, AMSU-B et HIRS). Until now, data from 
the AMSU-A and HIRS instruments that were assimilated, provided information on 
atmospheric temperature and humidity profiles. The additional use of AMSU-B data 
has been tested in 2004, with a significant positive impact in terms of geopotential 
forecast scores, and major changes in the humidity analysis over the continent. One 
drawback of the ATOVS data, is that they are received by NOAA in the United-
States, then transmitted to Europe. This implies delays to the reception of data used in 
the Arpege "production" analyses used to initialise the forecast model, knowing the 
tight schedule imparted. A complement to the processing of these global data is to use 
data processed locally in local reception stations, and then redistributed by 
EUMETSAT in  a much shorter time (the so-called EARS project). These 
observations are tailored for our needs by CMS, where reconstructed long orbits 
guarantee a better data homogeneity, as shown in Figure 1. This processing allows 
more data to be inserted by the "production" analyses, and also in the "assimilation 
cycle" analyses providing the best atmospheric description in near real time, as can be 
seen in Figure 2. Due to these changes, data from the ATOVS sounders are currently 
fully used in operations, and the focus will now be on new sounders, such as the 
advanced AIRS sounder from NASA and the IASI interferometer soon onboard the 
Metop satellite (CNES/EUMETSAT). 
 
ATOVS= Advanced TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder 
NOAA= National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
AMSU= Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit 
HIRS= High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder 
EARS= EUMETSAT ATOVS Retransmission Service 
AIRS= Atmospheric Infra-Red Sounder 
IASI= Interféromètre Atmosphérique de Sondage dans l'Infrarouge 
       = Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer 
CMS=Centre de Météorologie Spatiale, Météo-France, Lannion. 
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Figure 1: Data distribution for the ATOVS data created by CMS (Lannion) from 
EARS and locally received data. 

 
 
Figure 2: Number of observations available for the various 20040501, 12Z analyses. 
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Initialization Scheme for Water Substances in the operational NHM  
 

Jun-ichi Ishida* and Kazuo Saito** 
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The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) started the operational run of a nonhydrostatic model 

(NHM) on 1 September 2004 in place of the MSM (the former operational mesoscale model of JMA). 
NHM was developed based on the Meteorological Research Institute/Numerical Prediction Division 
unified nonhydrostatic model (Saito et al., 2001). 

The bulk cloud microphysics used in NHM contains prognostic variables for the mixing ratios of 
water vapor, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel. The JMA Meso 4D-VAR (Ishikawa and 
Koizumi, 2002) which gives the initial fields of NHM does not produce the initial fields for these water 
substances except the water vapor. Since the initial values of these water substances were set to zero at the 
early stage of development of NHM, a spin-up problem had been clearly seen where the precipitation is 
underestimated at initial time (Ishida and Narita, 2003). We have developed a new initialization scheme 
for the water substances. 

Since the operational NHM is run four times a day, a 6-hourly forecast-forecast cycle system is 
employed for the water substances. The mixing ratios of cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel 
from output of the preceding (6 hours before) forecast are used as first guess values. These guess values 
are set to zero at the grid point where the relative humidity given by the Meso 4D-VAR analysis is less 
than 90 per cent in consideration of the consistency with the analysis field.   

Figure 1 shows the one hour precipitation of the first three hours initialized at 06 UTC 30 October 
2004. The left column indicates the observation by the Radar-AMeDAS analysis. The middle and right 
columns show the forecasts by NHM without and with initialization of water substances, respectively. It 
is clear that precipitation of NHM without initialization is much less than that of observation. Figure 2 
shows the time sequence of numbers of grid points exceeding threshold values of precipitation by the 
Radar-AMeDAS analysis (red), by NHM with initialization (green), and by NHM without initialization 
(blue). The grid points over land and over sea within 100 km from the coast are counted (the area is wider 
than that of Fig. 1). The underestimation of precipitation in NHM without initialization is significant at 
the first one hour, and continues until three or four hours for weak rain (threshold: 0.5mm/hr) and six 
hours for moderate rain (threshold: 2mm/hr). The initialization scheme significantly improves this 
underestimation. Figure 3 shows the bias and threat scores of NHM with and without initialization and 
MSM for eight cases from 18 July to 19 July 2003. The bias scores of NHM with initialization are quite 
improved and the threat scores are also increased. The scores for longer periods and detailed validation of 
the operational NHM are described in Saito et al. (2005). 

The initialization scheme of NHM for water substances has improved the precipitation forecast at the 
beginning of the forecast. Although the goal of initialization of water substances is a 4D-VAR analysis 
using bulk cloud microphysics, this scheme has been adopted into the operational NHM because of its 
effectiveness and simplicity. Since the current scheme does not consider the observational data of rainfall, 
a new additional treatment for initialization using observed rainfall is under development. 
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The JMA has been developing a 4-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) system for the 

Global Spectrum Model(GSM). An incremental approach is taken to save computational time. The 

method calculates an analysis increment at a low resolution (T63L40) and then adds the increment to 

the high-resolution first guess(TL319L40). The model for forecast uses the semi-Lagrangian 

scheme(Yoshimura et al., 2003). The tangent-linear and adjoint model uses the Eulerian scheme with 

simplified physics. Assimilated observational data are the same as in the operational 3D-Var system. 

Two typhoon bogus methods are applied. In the analysis for the assimilation cycle, typhoon bogus 

profiles are embedded in first guess fields of surface pressure, temperature, and wind in the same way 

as in the 3D-Var. In the analysis for the model forecasts, pseudo observational data of sea-surface 

pressure and wind around a typhoon center are assimilated together with other observational data. 

In order to evaluate the system performance, forecast-analysis cycle experiments were performed for 

each of one-month periods of January and August 2004. Nine-day forecasts were made once a day 

from 12 UTC initial conditions throughout the experiment periods. Figure.1 shows the RMSE of 500hPa 

geopotential height against the initialized analysis for January and August cases. The forecasts starting 

from 4D-Var are better than those from 3D-Var in the January case. In the August case, the forecasts 

starting from 4D-Var are better than those from 3D-Var in Southern Hemisphere and almost neutral in 

Northern Hemisphere. Figure.2 shows the RMSE and BIAS of 850hPa temperature against radio-sonde 

observations in the tropical region for the August case. The RMSE for 4D-Var is generally better than that 

for 3D-Var. The BIAS for 4D-Var is worse than that for 3D-Var in short-range forecasts, and it may result 

from model-originated cooling bias in the lower troposphere. Figure.3 shows the track-forecast error for 

typhoons T0411- T0419. The typhoon track-forecast error is reduced compared to 3D-Var except for 

very short-range forecasts. 

This 4D-Var system will be operational in early 2005. 

 

References: 
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Fig.1 RMSE of 500hPa geopotential height against the initialized analysis. 

Fig.2 RMSE and BIAS of 850hPa temperature against radio-sonde observations. 
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1. Introduction 

Since April 2002, the Forecast Research Department of the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) and 
the Numerical Prediction Division of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) have been developing a 4DVAR 
system based on the JMA non-hydrostatic model. MRI develops the system with a horizontal resolution less 
than 2 km to apply to the convective cloud systems. Because JMA-NHM adopts fully compressible 
non-hydrostatic equations and cloud microphysics, this cloud resolving assimilation system is expected to 
reproduce structures of convective cells in rainfall systems. A prototype of 4DVAR system that includes dry 
dynamics was developed (Honda et al. 2003). This system has been further developed to include the 
advection of water vapor (Kawabata et al., 2004). In this paper, this cloud resolving 4DVAR system is 
explained, and then the results of assimilation experiments using GPS-derived precipitable water vapor 
(PWV) and the radial wind observed by Doppler radars (RW) are introduced. 
 
2. Background error 

Our target scale is 2 km horizontal resolution and 1-hour assimilation window. We discuss the difference 
of background errors between 2km model and 5km model. The statistics of background error were obtained 
by NMC method (Parrish et al., 1992). Namely, we performed several runs of JMA-NHM with horizontal 
resolutions of 2 km and 5km, and then, calculated the statistics of background error. The time lags of the 
initial fields in 2 km model and 5 km model were set to 1 hour and 6 hour, respectively. 
Figure 1 shows the horizontal correlation between east-west component of horizontal wind and pressure. We 
can see the geostrophic balance modes in the correlation of 5 km error. On the other hand, there is not any 
balance mode in 2km error. We can see some correlation mode in 2km error, but its scale is very different 
from the geostrophic balance mode in 5km error. These results indicate that 2km errors mainly include the 
scale of the meso convective rainfall system and 5 km error also include the synoptic scale feature. 

 
3. Assimilation experiment 

Our purpose of the development of this assimilation system is to investigate the mesoscale convective 
rainfall system and to forecast the heavy rainfall. As the target for data assimilation experiments of this study, 
the small thunderstorm, which generated over the Tokyo and developed into heavy rainfall, was adopted. 
Generally, the convections are generated by the low-level convergence of humid airflow. Thus, PWV and 
RW, which have information of water vapor and the low-level convergence, are expected to improve the 
forecast of heavy rainfalls. In this study, GPS-derived PWV and RW of Doppler radars were used as 
assimilation data. 
3.1. Experiment design 

To reproduce the generation of the thunderstorm, the horizontal interval of 2km was adopted and then the 
horizontal domain of the assimilation was set to be 44km x 44km to cover the convergence zone. Because 
the thunderstorm began to be generated at 06UTC, the assimilation window from 0600UTC to 0620UTC was 
adopted. We assimilated the GPS PWV at every 5 minutes and RW at every 1 minute. 
3.2. Assimilation result 

Figure 2 shows the observed horizontal wind field by dual Doppler radars, at 1km level. The thunderstorm 
indicated by the black square was developed into the heavy rainfall. In the precipitation region of the 
thunderstorm, the southerly flow converged with the northerly flow in the precipitation area.  

                                                   
1 e-mail : tkawabat@mri-jma.go.jp 
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Fig.2. Observed horizontal wind field by dual 
Doppler radars, at the height of 1km . Right panel 
shows an enlarged area near the assimilation area. 

2,500km 1,000km 
Fig. 1. Horizontal correlations between 
east-west component of horizontal wind and 
pressure. Left and right panels show 5km error 
and 2km error. Domain sizes of 5km and 2km 
error are 25000 km and 1000km, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Fist guess field (left) and analyzed 
filed (right) at 0600 (UTC) 21 July 1999. 
Arrows and contour lines indicate 
horizontal wind and PWV at 1000 m. 
 

  Figure 3 shows the first guess field and the analyzed field of horizontal wind and precipitable water vapor. 
In the guess field, southwesterly flow converged with weak southwesterly flow. When the GPS PWV and 
RW were assimilated, wind direction of the northern part of the domain was changed from southwesterly to 
northerly. Namely, the analyzed wind distribution became similar to observed one. For this change, the 
convergence of horizontal wind was more intensified than that of guess field. The intense convergence was 
maintained during the assimilation window. The convergence of water vapor was also stronger in the 
analyzed filed.  
 
4. Future plan 

We are to improve this system to assimilate the radar data and to investigate the mesoscale rainfall system 
or heavy rainfall. For this purpose, we are going to write tangent linear codes and adjoint codes of cloud 
microphysics. 
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Since 28 May 2003, JMA has been used NOAA/NESDIS pre-processed radiances data (level-1d) 
in the ATOVS radiance assimilation system (Kazumori et al. 2003). The AAPP (ATOVS and 
AVHRR Processing Package) software was introduced to the JMA numerical weather prediction 
system on 25 August 2004. The ATOVS level-1b data from NOAA/NESDIS and the direct broadcast 
ATOVS data received at the Meteorological Satellite Center of JMA are pre-processed routinely 
and converted to the level-1c radiance data. 

A new system for the ATOVS level-1c data assimilation was developed and RTTOV-7 (Saunders 
et al. 2002) was introduced as the radiative transfer model for the assimilation. In the system, the 
1D-Var pre-process step and the 3D-Var analysis have been modified to deal with each instruments 
as an independent source of radiance data and these data are assimilated on its original scan 
geometry. Several pre-processing procedures in the 1D-Var step were improved. A horizontal 
thinning procedure was improved for three-satellite usage and new criteria for clear/cloud/rain 
conditions were defined for the level-1c data. A retrieval algorithm of cloud liquid water was 
introduced for the AMSU-A cloud detection. The removal of rain data based on the AAPP 
pre-process procedures was installed. Moreover, a new bias correction scheme for level-1c radiance 
was developed (Kazumori et al. 2004).  

Preliminary observation system experiments were carried out with the T213L40 operational 
resolution of Global Spectral Model by using the radiance data of ATOVS (AMSU-A and AMSU-B) 
of NOAA15, NOAA16 and NOAA17 instead of current NESDIS pre-processed radiance data. The 
results of the experiment demonstrated large positive impacts on 500hPa geopotential height 
(Figure 1). And improvements of analysis field and forecast field are confirmed against radio-sonde 
observation for temperature and geopotential height (not shown). The new system was 
implemented on 2 December 2004.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Differences of the averaged Root Mean Square forecast error for the 500-hPa geopotential height 

between the TEST and CNTL at one day forecast for the January 2004 (left) and August 2004(right). They are 
produced by the forecasts verified against their own initial conditions during 31 day period from 1 to 31 January 
2004, and during 31 day period from 1 to 31 August 2004, respectively. The negative value indicates smaller 
errors in the TEST run. 
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Introduction 

The geostationary satellites have provided wind data from the tropics to mid-latitudes for 
global numerical weather prediction (NWP), and their atmospheric motion vectors play a 
significant role to grasp the structure of wind field on global scale. While the polar regions 
have been remained as data poor regions for long time because the observations at high 
latitudes are difficult for the geostationary satellites. Furthermore, radiosonde and aircraft 
observations are sparse in the polar regions. 

The MODIS is an instrument carried on the Terra and Aqua polar-orbiting satellites. 
Recently, the MODIS polar winds are derived at Cooperative Institute for Metelorological 
Satellite Studies (CIMSS) by tracking structures in successive swaths from the MODIS 
instruments (Key et al. 2003). Cloud patterns are tracked in the Infrared band and water 
vapour features are tracked in 6.7µm band. 

Aiming to improve the forecast skill of NWP, JMA has started the acquisition of the 
MODIS polar winds from CIMSS since July 2003 and has investigated the quality of the 
MODIS polar winds. 

 
Observation system experiments 

The MODIS polar winds were acquired from a CIMSS FTP server via Internet. The 
earliest cut off time is 440 minutes for the cycle analyses, and 150 minutes for the early 
analyses at JMA. 80% of the produced data are available for the cycle analyses. The 
statistical investigation revealed that the MODIS polar winds in the Antarctic have larger 
BIAS against the first guess than those in the Arctic (Figure 1). And the lower level MODIS 
polar winds have poor quality. The quality of the MODIS polar winds in the Northern 
Hemisphere was acceptable for assimilation. 

The MODIS polar winds assimilation experiments were performed for July 2003 and 
January 2004 with the JMA Global Spectral Model (GSM). In the experiments, the MODIS 
polar winds were used in the Arctic. The MODIS polar winds complement other observations 
and introduce analysis increment in data sparse regions. And by using the data from the 
couple of satellites, a better spatial coverage was acquired than single satellite case. 

Analysis impacts of the MODIS polar winds were restricted in the Arctic. Increase in 
500hPa geopotential height over ocean and decrease over land were found for both July 2003 
and January 2004 (not shown). 

As for forecast impacts, large improvements in forecast scores of geopotantial height 
(Figure 2) and wind fields were found at 500hPa. The MODIS polar winds revealed that the 
analysis in the polar region is extremely important for the forecast of mid-latitudes because 
the improvements in the polar region at the initial state spread to mid-latitudes with the 
procession of forecasts. 

 
Summary 

The MODIS polar winds assimilation experiments were performed for July 2003 and 
January 2004 with the JMA GSM. Because the experiments showed the positive impacts on 
forecast scores, JMA started the operational assimilation of Terra and Aqua MODIS polar 
winds in the Arctic on 27 May 2004. And the quality of the MODIS polar winds in the 
Antarctic has been better since July 2004, the use of the MODIS polar winds in the Antarctic 
was started on 16 September 2004. 
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Figure 1. Statistics of wind speed against first guess for all MODIS polar winds from the CNTL. The upper 

panels are for Terra MODIS and lower ones for Aqua MODIS. Left panels show BIAS and right for the 
RMS error. Red line is for IR winds and blue line for WV winds. Solid lines are for the Arctic and dotted 
lines for the Antarctic. Light colour lines in the right panels show the numbers of data. The period is from 
27 December 2003 to 9 February 2004. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Anomaly correlation as a function of forecast time for the 500hPa geopotential height forecast in 

the Northern Hemisphere. Left panel shows that of July 2003 and right panel shows that of January 2004. 
The TEST (red) and the CNTL (blue) have been verified against their own analysis. The period is July 
1-31, 2003 and January 1-31, 2004, respectively. The Northern Hemisphere is defined as the area north of 
20 degrees. 
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1. Introduction 

It is important to produce the accurate initial fields to improve the forecast of typhoons. 

Because the number of observation data near the typhoon center is not always large, the 

typhoon bogus data, which was produced empirically, has been used in producing initial 

fields. The typhoon bogus data improves the forecast effectively so that it is adopted in the 

4-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVAR) system for meso-scale model (MSM) of 

the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). However, there is some arbitrariness in setting the 

bogus parameters and thus the bogus data don't always express the actual state of the 

atmosphere. When the parameters are set improperly, the initial fields assimilated by actual 

observational data are contaminated by the typhoon bogus data. Conversely, when the large 

number of observed wind data is available the forecast of the typhoons is expected to be 

improved by assimilating the actual wind data into the models. 

In this study, the radial wind (RW) data of Doppler radar, which are deployed by JMA for 

safety service of Airlines, are used as assimilation data. The impact of the RW data was 

investigated by comparison of typhoon tracks predicted from each analysis field.  
 

2. Experiment design 

In October 2002, the typhoon HIGOS passed by Narita and Haneda Doppler radars and 

thus the large number of radial wind data around the center of the typhoon was obtained. 

The observed RW data was assimilated into MSM by 4DVAR system of JMA. In this study, 

the assimilation method followed that of Seko et al. (2004). Namely, "super observation 

method" was adopted because the number of RW data was much larger than that of the 

model grids.  
 

3. Impact of RW data 

Figure 1 shows the RW at the elevation angle of 1.1 degree. The boundary between the 

negative and positive radial winds, namely zero velocity line, in the assimilated fields was 

similar to the observed ones. This similarity indicates that the RW data was assimilated 

appropriately. Figure 2 shows the typhoon tracks predicted from each analyzed fields. The 

track predicted from the RW-assimilated field was close to that of the typhoon bogus case. 

This result indicates that actual observed RW data can improve the forecast as much as the 
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typhoon bogus data. 

However, there are two problems to be solved. One is the observational error of the RW 

data. The observation error was estimated by comparison of the observed RW and the 

predicted RW in a few case studies. More data assimilation experiments should be 

performed to get statistically appropriate observational errors. The other is the height 

fluctuation of RW data in an assimilation window. The locations of the observed RW data are 

geometrically determined. On the other hand, the MSM adopts σ-p coordinates system. 
Thus, the conversion is needed between these data. In this study, height is assumed to be 

constant for a period of an assimilation window (3-hour), and the position of RW data was 

converted with the first guess value. This assumption is acceptable when the change of 

height is much smaller than the width of radar beam. In this case study, the typhoon passed 

near the radar sites. Therefore the change of height should have been taken into account. 

 
 (a) Ctrl                       (b) Radial wind                   (c)Observation 

     

Fig. 1 Radial wind of the elevation angle of 1.1 degree. (a)Control run case in which the RW data and typhoon bogus 

data was not assimilated. (b)Radial wind case in which RW was assimilated. (c)Observed RW. 
 
Fig. 2 Typhoon tracks predicted from each initial field and the best-track. "ctrl" 

is control run case in which the RW data and typhoon bogus was not 

assimilated. In the cases of "tybgs" and "vr03err1", the typhoon bogus and RW 

data were used, respectively. RW data were assimilated under the assumption 

that the variation of the height field for 3 hours (assimilation window length) 

had been trivial. The observational error of the RW data was tentatively set to 

actual Doppler radar error. 
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The three-dimensional variational data assimilation (3D-Var) for the operational 
medium-range forecasting system (Gauthier et al., 1999a; Chouinard et al., 2001) has 
been extended to 4D-Var. Presently, the Global Environmental Multi-scales (GEM) 
model is used in this forecasting mode with a uniform horizontal resolution of 0.9o and 28 
vertical levels with a top at 10 hPa (Côté et al., 1998). The 4D-Var upgrade has been 
achieved by including the model integration as part of the observation operator, along 
with additional and improved features. First guess at the appropriate time (FGAT) from 
the full-resolution model trajectory is used to calculate the misfit to the observations. The 
tangent-linear of the GEM model and its adjoint (Tanguay and Polavarapu, 1999) are 
employed to propagate the analysis increment and the gradient of the cost function over 
the 6-h assimilation window. The analysis is obtained after two outer loops: 40 iterations 
with only the vertical diffusion as simplified linearized physics (Laroche et al., 2002) are 
first performed, then after updating the full-resolution trajectory, 30 more iterations are 
done with a set of simplified physical parameterizations which includes vertical diffusion, 
subgrid-scale orographic effects, large-scale precipitation and deep moist convection 
(Zadra et al., 2004; Mahfouf 2005). The data selection process has been modified for all 
observation types except the surface reports. The 6-h assimilation window is divided into 
9 time intervals (rather than one in 3D-Var). For each interval, the data are spatially 
thinned to retain the observation closest to the middle of the time interval. This has 
considerably increased the number of frequently reported data such as aircraft, satwind 
and profiler data. Finally, the resolution of the analysis increment (T108), background 
error statistics (Gauthier et al., 1999b) and the data quality control remain the same as in 
3D-Var (Gauthier et al., 2003). 
 
An extensive pre-implementation evaluation of 4D-Var against the operational 3D-Var 
was conducted. Anomaly correlation scores for two-month assimilation periods in winter 
2003-2004 and summer 2004 are presented in Fig. 1. A consistent improvement in the 
northern hemisphere and nearly 9-h gain in predictability in the southern hemisphere 
have been obtained with 4D-Var. The impact of 4D-Var is however rather neutral in the 
tropics (not shown). We found that about half of the improvement is explained by the 
used of the tangent-linear and its adjoint to properly propagate the information over the 
assimilation window. The other features of 4D-Var, that are the increased number of 
observations assimilated at the appropriate time, the use of a set of simplified physical 
parameterizations in the second outer loop and the trajectory update then explain (ranked 
in order of importance) the remainder of the overall improvement over 3D-Var.  The 4D-
Var will be implemented in the operational suite of the Canadian Meteorological Center 
by mid March 2005. 
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Figure 1. Anomaly correlation scores for 4D-Var and 3D-Var for the summer (15 Jul.-15 

Sep. 2004) and winter (11 Dec. 2003-11 Fev. 2004) periods over North America 
and the Southern Hemisphere. 
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1. Introduction 

Many studies have indicated that the inclusion of rainfall data into numerical models can improve the 

accuracy of numerical weather prediction (e.g. Zou 1996, Pu 2002). In this paper, the assimilation of NRL (US 

Naval Research Laboratory) rainfall is implemented with the idea of adjustment of diabatic heating to improve the 

large-scale environment and mesoscale structures in initial conditions. Numerical experiments are performed to 

evaluate the impact of rainfall data on the prediction of rainfall and track of Tropical Cyclone Chris, which made 

landfall near Port Headland, Western Australia during 3-6th, Feb. 2002.  

The NRL rainfall data, classified as three types (i.e. stratiform, convective and composite rainfall - combined 

by stratiform and convective rainfall) following Churchill and Houze (1984), is used to define the vertical profiles 

of diabatic heating (Johnson 1984). The rainfall region is considered as convective type if the rainfall rate exceeds 

10 mm h-1. Grid points with a surface rainfall rate twice as large as the averaged value taken over the four 

surrounding grid points are identified as the convective type. During the period of initialization (assimilation), the 

diabatic heating from the cumulus scheme is replaced by the heating profile given by Johnson (1984) and 6-h 

satellite-observed cloud-top temperatures.  

 
2. Experiment design 

The BMRC (Bureau of Meteorology Research Center, Australia) tropical limited-area model (Davidson 1992) 

is used for the experiments. It is a hydrostatic, primitive equation model, with a vertical sigma coordinate system 

and semi-implicit time differencing. Physical parameterizations include a stability-dependent boundary layer, 

diurnally varying radiation with diagnosed surface temperatures over land, shallow convection, large-scale 

precipitation and Kuo-type cumulus convection. The horizontal grid spacing of 15 km and 29 sigma levels has 

been used in this study. Boundary conditions are obtained from the BMRC global prediction system. 

Several experiments were performed with respect to the options of “rainfall assimilation” and “dynamic 

nudging” (Table.1). For the experiments RA (with rainfall assimilation) and RAN (with rainfall assimilation and 

dynamic nudging), 6-h accumulated NRL rainfall data are ingested in the model within each of the 4*6h initial 

(assimilation) periods, valid respectively at 24h, 18h, 12h, 6h prior to the base time of the simulation (23UTC 3 

Feb 2002) (Fig. 1). To help make the momentum field more consistent with the mass field during the initialization, 

dynamic nudging (using conventional observations) is also performed in RAN.  

 

3. Results 

a. Rainfall distribution 

Rainfall assimilation greatly improves the prediction of rainfall, with the RAN experiment the most obvious 

(Fig.2). 

b. TC Track  

Inclusion of NRL rainfall data improves the track in all the experiments (Fig. 3), with the RAN experiment 
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giving the most significant improvement.  
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Table.1 Design of numerical experiments  

Numerical expt. Rainfall assimilation? Dynamic nudging?  

CTRL          No             No 
RA          Yes             No 
RAN          Yes             Yes 

       
                   Fig.1   The cycle of rainfall assimilation 

(RA1, RA2, RA3, RA4 denotes the assimilation with 6-h accumulated rainfall within each of  

the 4*6-h initialization periods, DN refers to the optional dynamic nudging)  

(a) (b) (c)

 

Fig. 2 (a) NRL accumulated rainfall and simulated rainfall in experiment (b) CTRL and (c) RA  

at 00UTC 3th – 00UTC 4th, Feb 2002.  (the circle denotes the region of intensive rainfall) 

 

Fig.3   Observed and predicted tracks of Chris from 00UTC 3 Feb. 2002 at 6-h interval 

The track with mark “open circle” denote the observation, “cross” - CTRL experiment, 

 “open square” - RAN experiment, “closed circle” - RA experiment. 
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1. Introduction     
Thunderstorm is one of the most frequent severe weather systems that affect eastern and north-eastern 
states of India. Due to smaller spatial and temporal dimension, thunderstorms are generally not resolved 
by conventional synoptic observational network of India. Consequently the prevailing instability that 
triggers the development of the system is often absent in the initial analyses. Model initialized with such 
initial condition fails to simulate/predict the system. Keeping this in view, an attempt is made to study the 
impact upper air and surface data on the simulation of 14 July 1998 thunderstorm over Kolkata using 
RAMS. The upper air stations namely Kolkata, Ranchi and Patna are located in the Gangetic plains in a 
suitable distance (~250-300 km) and there are number of stations over the region which provides surface 
observations. Two experiments are carried out to simulate the storm. In one of the experiment GAME 
analyses (0.5 x 0.5 lat-lon) is used to initialize the model and in the other upper air and surface data are 
blended to enhance the initial condition and subsequently the model is initialized with enhanced input. 
2. Methodology 
RAMS version 4.30 is used to carry out the simulation experiments. RAMS is used with two way 
interactive nested grids of resolutions 16 km and 4 km as shown in Fig. 2. The grids are centered at 22.6o 

N, 88.4o E and the number of grid points for 16 km resolution is 68 x 68 in east-west and north-south 
direction and that for 4 km grid are 58 x 58. The numbers of vertical terrain following levels in both the 
domains are 36. The height of the top of the model domain is 25 km. The vertical levels are stretched in 
the ratio 1.1:100; 2000 which implies the first level will have a thickness of 100 m, the next level will be 
of thickness 110 m and so on till the level reaches the thickness of 2000 m. The Klemp and Wilhelmson 
(1978) radiative boundary condition is applied in the lateral boundary and Davies (1983) nudging is 
applied as upper boundary condition. A Modified Kuo convection scheme (Tremback, 1990) is used for 
the large scale precipitation and Bulk microphysics of Walko et al. (1995) is used for prognosing cloud 
constituents and grid scale precipitation. A two-stream radiation scheme developed by Harrington (1997) 
is used. It allows interaction of three solar and five infrared bands with model gas constituents and cloud 
hydrometeors. The horizontal and vertical eddy diffusion coefficients are computed as the product of the 
3D rate-of-strain tensor and a length scale squared. The length scale is the product of the vertical grid 
spacing and a constant. The model is initialized with 14 July 1998 0000 UTC analyses and run in FDDA 
nudging mode till 0600 UTC of 14 July and subsequently run in forecast mode till 1800 UTC of 14 July 
1998. 
3. Discussion of results 
In the first experiment (EXP-1) the GAME analyses is interpolated to RAMS 16 km grid and model is run 
in nudging mode for initial 6 hour and in the other experiment (EXP-2), model is initialized with 
enhanced input and run in similar manner as in EXP-1. Simulation experiments suggest that the 
incorporation of the upper air and surface data have significantly improved the initial condition in terms 
better representation of the thermodynamic instability prevailing over the region. Different 
thermodynamic instability indices derived from the enhanced input is found to be closely matching with 
the values derived from the RSRW data of the stations (Kolkata, Ranchi and Patna). Mainly due to this 
improvement the 12 forecast by EXP-2 has significantly improved in comparison to that of EXP-1. Fig-3 
shows the hourly evolution of x-z cross section of wind (u, w) and total cloud condensate (g kg-1). It is 
seen from Fig. 3 that at 6, 7 and 8 hour forecast the vertical motion and total cloud condensate has 
reached a maxima. The total cloud condensate distribution even shows an anvil shape which is typical to 
such thunderstorm. More over the location of the storm at maturity is better simulated by EXP-2. Fig.4 
shows 12 hour accumulated forecast precipitation. The precipitation distribution, amount and location is 
reasonably well simulated as compared to the observation The observed station rain gauge report at 
Kolkata is 5 cm. 
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Figure 1 

 
Figure 2 

 
Figure 3 

 
Figure 4 
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1. Introduction
  JMA has a plan to introduce the variational quality control of observational data
(VarQC) (Andersson 1999) to the global analysis in the near future. Since it is favorable
for the VarQC that there is no correlation among observational data, assimilation of
temperature data from radio-sondes was tested in place of geopotential height, which has
strong vertical correlation of observation errors. Though the main purpose of the work is
to prepare for the introduction of VarQC, the use of temperature data showed positive
impacts on forecast skill. The assimilation of temperature data from radio-sondes has
been operational since 15th April 2004.

2. Modification to the assimilation system
Several modifications were made to the assimilation system to introduce the

temperature data assimilation. 
First we removed the vertical correlation of observation errors in radio-sonde data.

Geopotential height data at a certain level are usually made from temperature data below
that level so their errors are strongly correlated. On the other hand the other elements
including temperature are observed independently so their errors are less correlated than
geopotential height data. Therefore we can assume that all radio-sonde data are mutually
non-correlated when using temperature data instead of geopotential height data.

Second we decided to use the data at significant levels in addition to the data at
standard pressure levels. Because geopotential height data at a certain level are usually
made from temperature data below that level, we should use as much temperature data as
possible to conserve the information content. 

Third we recalculated all the observation errors at each level from the statistics of the
departure values between the observational data and the first guess i.e. 6hour forecasts
(Dee and da Silva 1999). The period of the statistics is one year in 2002.

3. Parallel experiment
  Parallel experiment to compare the performance of assimilation of radio-sonde
temperature described above (Test) and that of radio-sonde geopotential height (Control)
were conducted for one-month periods, July 2002 and December 2002, respectively. The
model is global spectral model with the resolution of T213. The 216-hour forecasts were
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conducted from 12UTC for each day from 1st July to 21st July and from 1st December to
21st December and anomaly correlation was calculated from these 21 forecasts for each
period.

Figure 1 is the comparison of the anomaly correlation of 500hPa height between Test
(red line) and Control (blue line) for July 2002. The anomaly correlation of Test is
slightly better than that of Control in all the regions. Similar results were also obtained
for December 2002.

4. References
Andersson, E., and H. Jarvien, 1999: Variational quality control, Q. J. R. Meteorol.

Soc., 125, 697-722.
Dee, D. P. and A. M. da Silva, 1999: Maximum-likelihood estimation of forecast and

observation error covariance parameters. Part I: Methodology. Mon. Wea. Rev., 127,
1822-1834.

Fig.1  The comparison of the anomaly correlation(%) of 500hPa height of July 2002
  The upper left panel is for the globe, the upper right one is for the northern hemisphere,
the lower left one is for the tropics and the lower right one is for the southern hemisphere.
The red line is for temperature assimilation (Test) and the blue line is for geopotential
height assimilation (Control).
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A satellite-borne scatterometer obtains the surface wind vectors over the ocean by

measuring the radar signal returned from the sea surface.

The QuikSCAT/SeaWinds ocean surface wind data have been used in operation since

6 May 2003 in the JMA global data assimilation system.

JMA has been operating a Meso-Scale Model with a 4D-Var data assimilation system.

Data assimilation experiments of the SeaWinds ocean surface wind data were

conducted using the Meso 4D-Var system. The assimilation experiments using the

SeaWinds data were performed for each about two weeks started from 3 June 2003 and

1 February 2004. A quality control system for the SeaWinds data was the same as that

in the global 3D-Var system. The data were thinned out to one datum at about 50 km

intervals and used in the Meso 4D-Var system. Experiments with and without

SeaWinds data are referred to as Test run and Control run, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the threat scores of rainfall forecasts over Japan. The threat scores

both in June 2003 and February 2004 showed positive impact in the Test run in many

forecast hours especially for heavy rain in summer. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the SeaWinds observation and first guess wind field.

The wind directions of the first guess were almost south-southwest. On the other hand,

SeaWinds observed a shear line apparently over the East China Sea. The surface wind

fields were analyzed more correctly by using the SeaWinds data (not shown in the figure).

Figure 3 shows the 9 hour forecast field from the initial time 12 UTC 18 July 2003. The

SeaWinds data shown in Figure 2 were used in the initial field of the Test run. It is

evident that a heavy rain band along the shear line was well predicted in the Test run

and showed better correspondence with the Radar-AMeDAS observation than that in

the Control run.

Based on the above findings, QuikSCAT/SeaWinds data have been used in operation

since 27 July 2004 at JMA.
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Figure 2. Black barbs denote SeaWinds data and
green barbs denote first guess wind. Observation
time is about 10 UTC 18 July 2003.  Red barbs
are the data rejected in quality control. Full
barbs and half barbs mean 5 and 10 knots,
respectively. A brown dashed line denotes a
shear line.
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Figure 1. Threat scores for (a) moderate (10mm/3hour) and (b) heavy (30mm/3hour) rain for June
2003, Threat scores for (c) weak (1mm/3hour) and (d) moderate (5mm/3hour) rain for February
2004. Blue line denotes Control run and red line denotes Test run.

Figure 3. Horizontal distribution of hourly rainfall forecast and surface wind field after 9 hours
from the initial time 12 UTC 18 July 2003. (a) Control run, (b) Test run, (c) Radar-AMeDAS
rainfall observation at 21 UTC 18 July 2003.
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A global PSAS (Physical Space Assimilation System) is under test at DWD and is planned to
replace the OI (Optimum Interpolation) data assimilation currently operational for the Global
Model (GME) at the German Weather Service.

PSAS

The PSAS is a 3-dimensional data assimilation system which minimizes the cost function as func-
tion of the control variables defined in observation space [2] [3]. Background- and observation-error
covariances are represented in observation space as well. An advantage of this approach is the con-
siderably reduced problem size (105 to 106 observations actually used compared to 108 degrees
of freedom in model space). This allows a more flexible representation of the error covariance
matrices and good pre-conditioning strategies (both background and observational error covari-
ance matrices are accessible). The disadvantage is that the implementations of model equations,
operators, and parameterizations in the forecast model cannot easily be used for observation op-
erators and covariance modeling. Also an extension to a 4-dimensional variational assimilation is
not straightforward. However, the extension to an Ensemble Kalman Filter assimilation system is
an alternative.

Implementation

The assimilation system is implemented for the global model GME based on an icosahedral grid
[6]. The PSAS algorithm does not depend on a particular grid and the adaption to other (regular)
grids is straightforward; interpolation algorithms are implemented in a generic form. The program
is coded in Fortran 95 and parallelization is based on MPI (Message Passing Interface). At the
German Weather Service the operational assimilation system runs on an IBM SP2.

The underlying set of linearized equations is solved by a CG (Conjugate Gradient) algorithm. In
an outer loop a Newton algorithm accounts for the nonlinearities in the observation operators and
in the Variational Quality Control (VQC), which is implemented following [1].

Background Error Covariances

Background and observation error covariance matrices are represented explicitely using a sparse
representation. Currently background error correlations are modeled explicitely as a function of
distance for geopotential height, relative humidity and wind components closely following the ap-
proach of the operational OI [4]. However this approach does not ensure positive definite matrices
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because of the spatial variations of length scales of the correlation functions. (This has not been a
problem in the OI because of its local formulation.) For this reason the explicit matrix representa-
tion will be replaced by an operator representation which ensures positive definiteness. Background
correlations are initially estimated by the NMC method but will later be augmented by information
from an ensemble system.

Observation Operators

Besides the conventional in situ observation operators (TEMP, SYNOP, AIREP, SATOB) the
RTTOV [7] package is used for assimilation of satellite radiances. A 3-dimensional ray-tracing
operator for the assimilation of bending angles from GPS radio occultations [5] is implemented as
well.
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1. Introduction 
Because the thunderstorms in the urban areas sometimes cause the heavy rainfall, the precise forecast of their generation 

and development is needed. It is well known that the low-level convergence of moist air generates and develops the 
thunderstorms. Thus, it is expected that assimilation of the low-level convergence and moist air improves the forecast of the 
thunderstorms. In this study, the radial wind (RW) observed by Doppler radar and precipitable water vapor (PWV) derived 
from ground-based GPS were used as the assimilation data. When these data were assimilated by 4-dimensional data 
assimilation system for Mesoscale Spectral Model (MSM-4dVarDAS) of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), the time, 
position and shape of the precipitation regions that included the heavy rainfall at Nerima/Tokyo was reproduced. However, 
the precipitation intensity was much weaker than the observed one.  

To reproduce intensity of the heavy rainfall, the non-hydrostatic model of JMA (NHM) that predicts water substances 
explicitly was used, and the RW and PWV was assimilated into NHM by 3-dimensional data assimilation system (NHM-
3dVarDAS). 
 
2.’Nerima heavy rainfall’ 

On 21 July 1999, the Baiu front over the northern part of the Japan moved 
southward slowly. When the precipitation of the Baiu front entered the Kanto region, 
the convective system that had a horizontal scale of several ten kilometers was 
generated at the southern Kanto area at 15JST (Fig. 1). This convective system 
developed and the heavy rainfall of 111.5 mm/hour was observed at Nerima/Tokyo 
at about 16JST. When the intense convections were developed, the easterly and 
northerly flows were observed in the precipitation regions. The southwesterly inflow 
from the south converged with them along the southern edge of the precipitation 
regions. These precipitation regions began to decay from 17JST and weak 
precipitation areas remained until 21JST. 
 
3. Impacts of RW and GPS-derived PWV 

Because the heavy rainfall over the southern Kanto area was composed of well-
developed convective cells, the horizontal grid interval of NHM was set to be 5km 
express the individual convective cells. Horizontal grid number was set to be 122 × 
122 so that the simulation domain covered the whole Kanto area. Number of vertical layers was 45. The depth of the layer 
was stretched from 20 m to 1450 m from the surface to the upper boundary.  

When the simulation was performed by NHM from the initial fields produced from the MSM-4dVarDAS-derived analyzed 
fields, however, the intense precipitation was not generated over the southern Kanto (not shown). Although the convergence 
of the horizontal wind was reproduced by MSM-4dVarDAS, the updraft estimated from spatial interpolated horizontal wind 
was too weak to saturate the water vapor. So as to reproduce intense updraft, RW observed by Doppler radars was 
assimilated into the initial fields of 15 JST by NHM-3dVar-DA system (Miyoshi, 2003). The production methods for 
assimilation data and observation operator are almost same as Seko et al., 2002, although observation errors of RW and PWV 
were reassessed.  
  The precipitation fields predicted from the results of NHM-3dVarDAS are shown in Fig. 2. The analyzed field at 15 JST 
shows that the southerly wind converged at the southern Kanto area. However, precipitation was not generated though the 
updraft was strengthened. 

 
4. Introduction of convective-cell-scale 

water vapor distribution and initial rain 
water and snow 

  In NHM-3DVarDAS, water vapor was not 
related to the updraft velocity to avoid the 
generation of unrealistic waves over the mountain 
areas. Therefore, water vapor in the intense updraft 
regions was not always saturated by NHM-  

                                                           
* hseko@mri-jma.go.jp, phone +81-29-853-8640; fax +81-29-853-8649 

Fig. 1  Horizontal distribution of 
precipitation region (shade), surface 
temperature (solid line) and 
horizontal wind at 16JST 21 July

Fig. 2  Hourly precipitation and horizontal wind at 0.5 km from 
15 JST to 17 JST on 21 July 1999 predicted by NHM.  

15JST(FT=0) 16JST(FT=1) 17JST(FT=2)15JST(FT=0) 16JST(FT=1) 17JST(FT=2)
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3DVarDAS. In order that the relation between 
water vapor and updraft velocity is given to the 
analyzed fields, the scatter gram of simulated 
Relative humidity (RH) and updraft velocity 
within the precipitation regions within the radar 
ranges was obtained from the outputs of the 
NHM (Fig. 3). Because water vapor where the 
updraft exceeded 1.5 m/s was saturated, water 
vapor at updraft grids within the observed 
precipitation region was set to be saturated. This 
relation also means that intense updraft was 
maintained by convections. When the numerical 
simulations were performed from this modified 
initial condition, precipitation over the southern 
Kanto area was reproduced (Fig. 4a). However, 
the northwestern part of the precipitation region 
developed too intensely, while the observed 
northwestern part was decaying at 15 JST. This 
overdeveloped precipitation was due to the 
relation between the RH and updraft velocity 
that cannot express the evolution of convections.  

So as to express the evolution of convective 
cells, rain water, snow and RH in the downdraft 
region were introduced. In general, there is large 
amount of rain water and snow, which weaken 
the updraft, in the well-developed convections. 
Thus, rain water and snow were estimated from 
the observed reflectivity fields, and then 
portioned according to the analyzed temperature. 
Namely, if the temperature was below 0 degree, 
snow was given at the grid points where the 
reflectivity was observed. It is known that the 
low-level cold outflow was produced by 
evaporation of water substances in dry down-
draft regions. The low-level cold outflow helps 
develop the intense convections through the 
intensification of low-level convergence. Thus, 
the relation between the RH and downdraft was 
also obtained from the scatter gram, and then the 
RH in the downdraft region within the 
precipitation regions was changed according to 
the relation. Figures 4b and 4c show the impacts 
of introducing the convective-cell-scale water  

vapor and initial water substances. When the rain water and snow were introduced, the northwestern part of the precipitation 
region, which was decaying at 17 JST, was well reproduced. Furthermore, when the RH at the downdraft grids was changed, 
the convections along the southern edge of the precipitation region, which were produced by the outflow from the decaying 
region, were more developed. These simulated features were common to the observed ones. These similarities of 
precipitation intensity were maintained until 20 JST. 

 
5. Summary 

In these data assimilation experiments, the impacts of convective-cell-scale water vapor and the initial water substances on 
the precipitation prediction of a heavy rainfall were investigated. The comparison with the observed precipitation field 
indicates that convective-cell-scale water vapor and the introducing the rain water and snow should be considered in 
reproducing the convective cells of heavy rainfall. 
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Fig. 4  Impact of introducing the convective cell scale water vapor 
distribution and initial water substances. 

Fig.3  Scatter gram of simulated RH and updraft 
velocity within the precipitation region in the ranges of 
Doppler radar produced from the output of the NHM. 
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Assimilation of Radar Data in the Mesoscale NWP-Model of DWD
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The Lokal-Modell (LM) of DWD is a non-hydrostatic meso-scale model for short-range numerical weather
prediction (NWP). Operationally, its initial state is generated by an assimilation scheme based on the
nudging technique. Using non-gridded conventional observations, the focus is on the analysis of meso-
alpha-scale structures.
In view of the development of a very high-resolution version of LM (so called LMK) dedicated to very
short-range NWP of severe weather, high-resolution precipitation data derived from radar networks are
introduced in the assimilation. The aim of this approach is to assimilate observed meso-gamma-scale
structures and adjust the moist processes in order to improve the quantitative precipitation forecasting
(QPF). Radar data, currently used for the assimilation, is a composite based on the precipitation scans of
the 16 German radars (spatial mesh: ~ 1 km x 1 km, time resolution 5 min).
Using the Latent Heat Nudging (LHN) technique, the thermodynamic quantities of the atmospheric model
are adjusted in such a way that the modelled precipitation rates resemble the observed precipitation rates.
This adjustment scheme works locally, because it is based on the assumption that in a vertical column,
the integrated release of latent heat is proportional to the precipitation rate at the ground. Based on the
quotient of observed over modelled precipitation rate a temperature increment is calculated in such a way
that heating will take place at grid points where modelled precipitation is below the observed one. The
LHN approach implemented in LMK is based on the algorithm described in Jones and Macpherson
(1997). Their algorithm has been operationally and successfully used at the UK MetOffice since April 1996
(Macpherson, 2001).
Current schemes for gridscale precipitation often assume a column equilibrium for sedimenting
constituents (Gassmann, 2002). That is, sedimentation can be considered to be a fast process compared
to the characteristic time of cloud development. In the model’s framework precipitation is falling to the
bottom model level within one single time step. Below, this scheme will be referred to as “diagnostic”.
When increasing the model’s spatial resolution, the assumption of column equilibrium for the precipitating
constituents becomes more and more unrealistic. 3D advection and interactions between the different
kinds of hydrometeors have to be considered within a “prognostic” precipitation scheme.
Figure 1 compares hourly precipitation amounts for the 9th of June 2004 8-9 UTC derived from radar
measurement (b) with different assimilation runs. Figure 1a shows a control run without LHN, the lower
panels show two runs with LHN. In fig. 1c a simulation with a diagnostic precipitation scheme is presented
and in fig. 1d a simulation with prognostic precipitation. The results from this case study show that
precipitation patterns are introduced in the analysis (data assimilation mode) in good agreement, both in
position and amplitude, with those observed by radar if the model calculates the precipitation
diagnostically. Particularly during the assimilation, the performance of LHN becomes worse if a prognostic
treatment of precipitation is deployed. The major challenge seems to be the lagged model feedback on the
LHN increment, which is caused by the fact, that precipitation, simulated by a prognostic scheme, needs
some time to reach the ground. Therefore the LHN algorithm does not notice if precipitation has been
increased or reduced so far, which mainly leads to a strong overestimation of precipitation.
The features of the prognostic precipitation scheme have a tremendous effect on the LHN algorithm. The
algorithm assumes a strong correlation between the integral of the latent heat release within a vertical
column and the precipitation rate at the bottom of the same column. Such a correlation is found for model
runs with a diagnostic precipitation scheme and is shown in fig. 2a. Since we have used a prognostic
precipitation scheme the basic assumption is no longer valid within one vertical column. Figure 2b gives
the impression that the precipitation pattern is slightly shifted upstream of the pattern of vertical integrated
latent heat rate. Thus one has to adopt the former LHN algorithm on the new specifications due to the
prognostic precipitation scheme. Work is underway to find out how this can be achieved.
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a)

c)

Figure 1: hourly precipitation sums for 9th June 2004 08-09 UTC, control run (assimilation mode) (a),
Radar observation (b), LHN run with diagnostic precipitation (assimilation mode) (c) and LHN run with
prognostic precipitation (assimilation mode) (d).

Figure 2: horizontal patterns of current precipitation rate and vertically integrated latent heat rate for a
simulation with diagnostic precipitation (a) and with prognostic precipitation (b).
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Assimilation of SEVIRI infrared observations at ECMWF 
 

Matthew Szyndel1, Jean-Noël Thépaut and Graeme Kelly 
 

Infrared data observed from geostationary orbit is assimilated into the ECMWF 
integrated forecast system (IFS) with positive impact in the form of Meteosat clear 
sky radiance data and GOES Imager clear sky brightness temperature data (Köpken et 
al, .2004). These data provide not only upper tropospheric humidity data, but also 
wind information through the use of a 4D-Var assimilation system (Courtier et al., 
1994) and the temporally dense nature of geostationary observations. In January 2004 
Meteosat-8 became the first operational Meteosat second generation (MSG) satellite. 
MSG satellites carry the spinning enhanced visible and infrared imager (SEVIRI) 
(Schmetz et al., 2000), an instrument with a range of visible and infrared channels 
including two channels sensitive to water vapour. We carried out assimilation 
experiments to assess the impact of assimilating Met-8 water vapour channel data in 
place of Met-7 data into the ECMWF IFS. Following these assimilation experiments 
Met-8 data from channels WV6.2 and WV7.3 were routinely assimilated into the IFS 
in place of Met-7 data from channel WV from 28th September 2004. Full details may 
be found in Szyndel et al., 2004. 
 
Our assimilation experiment was run for the period 2nd February 2004 to 2nd March 
2004 and compared four streams of assimilation and forecast; these streams were: 

1. ‘Esuite’ - operational test bed in use at the time of the experiment. 
2. ‘Control’ - as esuite with Met-7 WV data blacklisted. 
3. ‘SEVIRI 1’ - as ‘Control’ with Met-8 WV6.2 assimilated with 2K error and 

WV7.3 assimilated with 2K error. 
4. ‘SEVIRI 2’- as ‘Control’ with Met-8 WV6.2 assimilated with 2K error and 

WV7.3 assimilated with 1.5K error. 
The assimilation of Met-8 data produced stronger increments than Met-7 data, with 
the increments over a wider area. This applies to increments in both relative humidity 
and vector winds. Relative humidity increments showed an increase in vertical 
structure, which is attributable to the use of two channels for each observation point 
where only one was used for Met-7. Relative humidity increments are shown in figure 
1. 
 
Over the period of the trial it was found that SEVIRI 1 and SEVIRI 2 both gave a 
small positive impact, with statistically significant impact on vector wind RMS error 
and geopotential height anomaly correlation at a number of pressure levels. 
Furthermore, studies of the impact on statistics for radiosonde observations show a 
reduction in bias of observation difference from model first guess for relative 
humidity observations in the area observed by Met-8. AMSU-B channel 3 
observations and HIRS channel 12 observations show a reduced standard deviation of 
observation minus first guess in the Met-8 observed region. Figure 2 shows the impact 
of Met-8 assimilation on the standard deviation of (O-B) for HIRS-12 on NOAA-16. 
 
Stream SEVIRI 1 was chosen for operational use as this stream showed marginally 
better impact. 

                                                 
1 matthew.szyndel@ecmwf.int 
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Figure 1: Relative humidity increment (in percent) for a cross section through the 0° meridian 
for the first cycle due to Met-8 in stream SEVIRI 1 (left panel) and Met-7 in stream esuite (right 
panel). 
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Figure 2: Change in standard deviation of (Observation - First Guess) for HIRS channel 12 on 
NOAA-16 as a result of Met-8 assimilation (stream SEVIRI 1) 
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Use of AMSR-E Data in the JMA Operational Meso Analysis 
 

 Toshiharu Tauchi*, Yoshiaki Takeuchi, Yoshiaki Sato 
Numerical Prediction Division, Japan Meteorological Agency 

1-3-4 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8122, JAPAN 
e-mail:ttauchi@naps.kishou.go.jp 

 
The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) has been operating a Meso-Scale Model (MSM) 

with the 4D-Var data assimilation system (Meso 4D-Var) since March 2002. This model is 
utilized for very short range rainfall forecasts to mitigate natural disasters. 

A data assimilation method for rain rate (RR) and total column precipitable water 
(TCPW), which are retrieved from SSM/I and TMI, has been introduced since October 2003 
(Sato et al. 2004). It brought the information of water vapor distribution over the ocean into 
MSM, and contributed to improvement of the rainfall forecast. 

In addition to SSM/I and TMI, the AMSR-E data of Aqua satellite has become available 
with the cooperation between JMA and JAXA1. The AMSR-E data consists of the RR and 
TCPW data like the SSM/I data with different observation times. Therefore, AMSR-E 
complements the data coverage, and it would contribute to further improvement of the 
forecast. 

Some observation system experiments with the AMSR-E data were performed. To 
retrieve both RR and TCPW, the method developed by Takeuchi and Kurino (1997) was 
employed. It was the same as the method for SSM/I and TMI. Figures 1 and 2 show the case of 
heavy rain. It occurred on 17 July 2004. Figure 1a shows the analyzed water vapor field 
without the AMSR-E data at 18 UTC 17 July 2004 and Figure 1b shows the one with AMSR-E. 
With the AMSR-E assimilation, the water vapor was increased over the area A and decreased 
over the area B. Figure 2a shows the rainfall forecasts with the initial condition without 
AMSR-E, and Figure 2b shows the one with AMSR-E. Figure 2c shows the corresponding 
radar observation. Without the AMSR-E assimilation (Fig. 2a), the amount of the rainfall 
forecast in Fukui Area (indicated by arrows) was much smaller than that of the observation. 
By assimilating AMSR-E (Fig. 2b), more precipitation was predicted, and it was closer to the 
radar observation. 

The threat scores of weak rain(1mm/3hour) over Japan area are shown in Fig. 3. The 
score showed positive impact on the almost all forecast times in both summer and winter 
experiments. 

With the above results, JMA decided to use the AMSR-E data in the operation of MSM 
and it has started in November 2004. 
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Fig. 3 (a) The threat scores for weak rainfall (1mm/3hour) forecasts in the case of summer 2004 (15 
samples). (b) Same as (a) but in winter 2004 (15 samples). 

Fig. 1 (a) Analyzed TCPW field without the AMSR assimilation at 18UTC 17 July 2004. 
(b) Same as in (a) but with the AMSR-E assimilation. (c) The AMSR-E data coverage at the 
same time. 

Fig. 2 (a) 3-hour rain forecasts after 6 hours (upper) and 9 hours (lower) from the initial condition 
of Fig.1 (a).  (b). Same as in (a) but from the initial condition of Fig.1 (b). (c) 3-hour rain at 
00UTC 18 July 2004 (upper) and 03UTC (lower) estimated by radar observation. 
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Comparison of Two Tropical Cyclone Bogussing Schemes  
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1. Introduction 
      Recently, the air force weather agency (AFWA) and NCAR (2001) proposed a scheme for 
bogussing TC into the initial condition of MM5 (Pennsylvania State University-National Center for 
Atmospheric Research non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model version 5). And a litter earlier, Zou and Xiao 
(2000) developed a new bogussing approach by using a four dimensional variational data assimilation 
technique (4DVAR). Although these two schemes had improvements in different aspects of the bogussing 
technique, relatively few attempts have been made to systematically study their impact on numerical TC 
forecasts, particularly for those in the western North Pacific (WNP). The objective of this study is therefore 
to compare the impact of these two bogussing schemes. 
 
2. Bogus data assimilation (BDA) and NCAR-AFWA (N-A) bogussing scheme 
     The BDA method includes: (1) prescribing an axisymmetric sea-level pressure (SLP) distribution 
from the Fujita formula; and (2) assuming temporal change of SLP is relatively small within 30 minutes so 
that the bogus SLP field is assimilated every two time steps.  
     The NCAR-AFWA bogussing scheme also includes two primary steps: (1) Once the first-guess 
vortex is located by searching the maximum vorticity, the vorticity, geostrophic vorticity and divergence 
are modified. Changes in the non-divergent stream function, geopotential and velocity potential are then 
computed, which are used to calculate a modified velocity field. (2) The bogus axisymmetric vortex with 
wind given by the Rankine vortex, nonlinear balanced mass and wind, and nearly saturated core is 
implanted into the background using a weight function. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
     An example of the impact on the initial conditions is presented for the case of Rusa in its mature 
stage. The initial vortex becomes more intense and realistic, with the center of the maximum winds closer 
to the vortex center (Fig. 1a and 2a). A warm and wet core in the mid troposphere is adjusted by the N-A 
scheme (Fig. 2b and c). Meanwhile a more realistic vertical structure is obtained from BDA scheme, with a 
wet center near the low troposphere, and a warm core which becomes warmer and larger with increasing 
height until upper troposphere (Fig. 1b and c).  
     The results from the 41 cases occurring over the WNP in 2002 suggest that the adjustments in the 
initial structures cause improvements in TC track predictions (Fig. 3a). The mean 24-h position error for 
the BDA experiments is reduced from 175 to 121 km, and the 48-h error from 238 to 189 km, the 
reductions being 31% and 21%, respectively. The improvements for the N-A experiments occur however, 
only up to the 42-h prediction. The vortex in six cases has larger initial location and intensity errors after 
using N-A bogussing scheme, and with these six cases rejected, the mean track errors become smaller than 
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the CTRL experiments at all the forecast times. The improvements in the intensity forecasts are significant 
using BDA scheme, but it seems the N-A bogussing scheme has a negative impact on the intensity 
predictions. 
     The results show that the BDA scheme has better performance in both track and intensity forecasts, 
and although the initial wind fields in N-A scheme seem more reliable, they are unable to be maintained 
during integration. 
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 (a) Distributions of SLP and wind speed fields at 850 hPa, 

and east-west cross section of (b) temperature and (c) specific humidity differences between CTRL and BDA 
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig. 1 but for N-A bogussing scheme 
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Fig. 3 Differences of forecast errors between CTRL and BDA or N-A scheme for 

(a) TC track (km), (b) maximum winds (m s-1) and (c) MSLP (hPa) 
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